The 'hidden side' of spin labeled oligonucleotides: Molecular Dynamics study focusing on the EPR-silent components of base pairing 2 and analysis. 3 Furthermore, advanced studies also focused on the elucidation of the relative orientation between the spin-probes. 4 A combined strategy of Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and EPR experiments has been extensively used to determine the structural properties of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 5 , ribonucleic acid (RNA) 6 , proteins 7 protein-RNA complexes. 8 Among the different spin probes, stable organic nitroxide radicals are widely used and in the last years their combination with metals and lanthanides rendered their applicability even more attractive. 9 The key hypothesis for the use of such spin probes is that the Watson-Crick (WC) base pairing is preserved. 6 Under this assumption, the inter-spin distance can be determined with high accuracy. EPR studies have shown that the nitroxide labels may affect the native structure of biomolecules. 10 Further, the agreement of inter-spin distances from MD and PELDOR/DEER experiments has been extensively demonstrated, but a detailed understanding of the effect of the nitroxide labels on RNA/DNA structure is still missing.
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Thus, a complete description of the spin-probe environment is lacking and in particular, two key-issues remain unsolved: (i) how does the introduction of spin-probe effect the WC base pairing (i.e. on the adjacent nucleotides to that one containing the spin probe) and (ii) how such perturbations can propagate to the rest of the structure.
Structural effects at residue level upon spin-labeled mutagenesis are not available from EPR experiments (i.e. the 'hidden side'). Therefore, it is mandatory to refine and integrate spectroscopic studies with complementary techniques. This will allow us to quantitatively estimate the structural perturbation upon the insertion of new spin-probes and will enable us to point out when those perturbations are negligible, increasing the specificity of the spinprobe with respect to a DNA/RNA sequence under investigation. Therefore, we want to emphasize the need to understand the influence of these nitroxide-type labels on the structures at atomic scale.
In this work, we performed extensive MD simulations of RNA structures with either N T (N = nucleotide (A, G, C) with TEMPO-based spin probe) or Ç labels 12 along with the unlabeled RNA structures. A comprehensive comparison between the native structures and the analogues derived by site-directed spin labeling techniques will highlight atomic level description on regions mainly affected by structural changes upon insertion of the label. In addition to the comparison of inter-spin distance from MD simulations with the experimental EPR data, we also present the propagation of local structural perturbations induced by rigid (Ç) and flexible (N T ) spin probes with respect to the native oligonucleotides. We have focused our MD analysis on the six spin probes depicted in Figure 1A , attached to both duplexes and quadruplex, with the aim of providing an atomic-scale description of the spin environment and the dynamics of RNA.
METHODS

MD Simulation setup
For the MD simulations, starting structures of 20bp duplex RNA (Figure 1a , Table 1 ) were created using the make nucleic acid server (http://structure.usc.edu/make-na/server.html). Xray structure 2KBP 13 was used as the starting structure for the MD simulations of Gquadruplex RNA (QRNA). All the MD simulations were performed with GROMACS 4.5 14 package. Amber99sb forcefield with parambsc0 corrections was used for all structures. 15 Forcefield parameters for N T were obtained from 16 and for Ç labels (Figure 1b) were created using same protocol described in Pérez et al. 16 N T or Ç labels were attached at positions ( Figure 1a ) described in The modulation of the signal generates an oscillating signal and its frequency is proportional to the inter-spin distance. 6, 25 Because the flexibility of termini is much higher, the first and last two base pairs were excluded from all analysis. Nucleotide base pair geometry for RNA duplexes was analyzed using do_x3dna package 26 in three parts: inter-base pair geometry, intra-base pair geometry, and axial base pair geometry. Intra-base pair geometry along the plane of the nucleotide base pairs is defined by three rotational (Buckle, Propeller and Opening) and three translational parameters (Shear, Stretch and Stagger). Inter-base pair geometry is described by three QRNA geometry parameters (area, twist, and rise) from MD trajectories were extracted using x3dna-dssr 27 and were analyzed using in-house python script. Pymol v1.8 28 and VMD v1.9 29 were used for structural visualization and analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We simulated a total of nine RNA duplexes and two QRNA molecules (eleven systems) with two different spin labels (Figure 1a and 1b) . In RNA duplexes the two attachment sites are 10 bp apart (2.8 nm) and 3.6 nm in QRNA. Two RNA systems (C T m [6:16] and Ç m [6:16] ) have methylated cytosine at 2'-OH to study the effects of methylation on the structure (Table   1) were also simulated. We provide a comparison of inter-spin distances calculated from MD simulations and EPR data ( Table 2 ) followed by a more extensive description of structural stability and geometry of base pairing. Synthesis of spin labeled sequences of oligonucleotides, for the EPR experiments, have been described elsewhere. 6, 13 Pulse EPR experiments have been published elsewhere and represent the starting experimental data set.
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MD distance distributions
We have monitored the distance between the nitroxide oxygen atoms (r OO : NO·/NO·) as well as the nitroxide nitrogen atoms (r NN : NO·/NO·) of the two TEMPO or Ç labels in the MD simulations. Additionally, the nitrogen atoms of the native nucleobase (r NL : NL/NL) to which the nitroxide label is attached, was used to monitor the distance between the nucleotide molecules. Since the distance between the two attachment sites cannot be measured in an EPR experiment in the unlabeled RNA, such distance for the "attachment sites" will provide an estimation of how the nitroxide inter-spin distances differ from the native structure.
Distances for the above-mentioned sequences are summarized in Table 2 Similar trend of shorter distances between the nitroxide labels from MD simulations has been reported in previous MD studies. 11 A systemic study into the effects of forcefield parameterization of EPR labels on inter-spin distances in MD simulations are required to understand the shorter distances from MD studies.
Structural stability
To monitor the effect of N T /Ç labels on the entire structure, Root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the backbone of the entire structure (excluding the two terminal residues at 5' and 3' ends) with respect to the starting structure of the simulation was calculated ( Table 3) . 
Base pair geometry analysis
For a more in-depth structural evaluation of the effect of nitroxide labels on the local environment at the label attachment site, we analyzed the local base pair geometry using multiple base pair parameters proposed by Dickerson et al. 31 using do_x3dna tool 32 . For the changes in buckle-angle, no significant differences between the two spin probes were observed. According to these results, the choice of one spin probe with respect to the other cannot be motivated by the induced structural perturbations. However, the ease of synthesis and accessibility should also be taken into consideration, which clearly favors C T over Ç. Table S1 ), i.e. the change in local environment is not large enough to disturb the hydrogen bonding pattern. In summary, the effect of N T /Ç labels is restricted to the immediate vicinity of the labels and is dependent on the location of the label in the RNA.
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Quadruplex RNA
Guanine-rich DNA/RNA sequences associate into G-quartet/tetrad stacks connected by short nucleotide loops and depending on experimental conditions, form a plethora of complex structures referred to as G-quadruplexes. These structures have been implicated in gene expression and regulation and mRNA biology and given their functional roles in cellular biology, there structural properties are of great interest. 33 In this study, the QRNA is parallel stranded propeller type G-quadruplex (Figure 4) with G-tetrads connected by "UUA" loops.
Slight perturbations on the geometry of the base pair arrangements can be combined and associated to intrinsic flexibility of selected regions (or loops), affecting the distance distribution. Using the A T spin probe, we can anticipate that slight changes of a single triad ("TTA/UUA" loop) of QRNA can be detected. Thus, the MD analysis has been performed on the unlabeled QRNA (QRNA U ) and labeled QRNA structure (QRNA L ) with TEMPO labels attached to adenines at 8 th position. These A T labels are attached in the 'UUA loop' of the QRNA. For this system, we have studied the effect of A T labels on the conformational stability and flexibility of the QRNA structure.
In our simulations, we observe high flexibility of the "UUA" loop both in labeled and unlabeled QRNA structure (Figure 4d) . the QDNA simulations, i.e. "TTA/UUA" loops adopt a variety of conformations whereas the core guanine is rigid. 34 G-quadruplex geometry was analyzed for both QRNA U and QRNA L and the difference in the geometry parameters is minor (Table S2) . Stacking area, which is a representative measure of the strength of stacking interactions, is identical in both systems.
Only a small difference of 0.9 °C is observed in the melting temperature between unlabeled and labeled QRNA samples (Table 1 in   6 ), suggesting that TEMPO labels have a minimal or no effect on the QRNA structure. 6 We monitored the r OO distance between the two A T labels attached to A8 in the QRNA L structure and r NL distance in the QRNA U ( Table 2) . From the PELDOR experiments (see also reference 6 , an asymmetric profile (negative skewness) has been observed (black curve) with two main conformations centered at 3.18 nm and 3.77 nm, respectively. A similar negatively skewed distribution is seen in MD simulations, with a shoulder around 3.25 nm and a peak at 4 nm in the QRNA L data (Figure 4a) . Analysis of the MD trajectories yielded a good agreement for the distance distribution (Figure 4a, red curve) . The two distinct populations of structures present in the QRNA L ensemble, arises from the diversity in conformations adopted by the "UUA" loops (Figure 4b) , as seen by Islam et al. 
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